WHY

RISK

IT?

Don’t Risk Your Credibility, TRUST UNIVERSAL!

Universal Lighting Technologies has a wide range of solutions to meet your Retrofit needs. And the best part?
These products are not impacted by the US/China Tariffs, reducing the risk of delayed shipments or increased costs.
RETROFIT KIT (LRK)
Retrofits into existing T5, T8 and T12 fluorescent
troffers, vapor tights or wrap fixtures.

RETROFIT STRIP ASSEMBLY (LRA)
Universally compatible with a variety of fluorescent strip
fixtures. Use for indoor and outdoor applications like parking
garages and covered walkways.

PROFESSIONAL RETROFIT KIT (PRK)
Refresh the look of an older fixture with minimal ceiling disruption
using this easy to install retrofit kit for recessed fluorescent fixtures.

WRAPAROUND LUMINAIRE (WRP)
The Wraparound luminaires are cost effective, surface
mounted luminaires. Available in 2’ and 4’ options.

LED STRIP LUMINAIRE (STRP)
Perfect for any application needing a simple industrial
grade strip luminaires. Available in 2’, 4’ and 8’ options.

PROFESSIONAL VOLUMETRIC LUMINAIRE (PLA)
A recessed volumetric LED luminaire that is easy to
install, delivers even illumination and has a clean, modern
appearance designed to visually match the PRK.

VOLUMETRIC FIXTURE (VLA)
Designed for the replacement market, the recessed
volumetric LED luminaire is available in 2’x2’, 2’x4’,
1’x4’ options.

GENERAL PURPOSE FIXTURE (GPA)
Recessed prismatic LED luminaire is installer
friendly and comes in standard sizes for grid lay-in
applications. Sizes include 2’x2’, 2’x4’ and 1’x4’.

LINEAR HIGH BAY (BLC)
The 48” Linear High Bay delivers high lumen output
(up to 25,000 lumens) and is rated at 50C ambient
operating temperature.

INDUSTRIAL HIGH BAY (BLI)
The Industrial Bay Luminaire puts efficacy and a 55C
ambient temperature rating into a small fixture with a
modern look, making this a robust choice for new and
retrofit lighting projects.
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